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8th November, 2016

Submission to the State Government Budget Process, 2017-18
Shelter Tas is pleased to provide this submission in response to the Treasurer’s invitation to
contribute to the development of the 2017-18 Budget.
Shelter Tas is an independent, not-for-profit, peak organisation representing the interests of low to
moderate income housing consumers, social housing providers and homelessness services across
Tasmania. Members of Shelter Tas include tenants’ groups, community housing providers,
homelessness and crisis accommodation services, Local Government organisations, politicians,
community members and researchers. Shelter Tas is funded by membership fees and funds from
the Department of Health and Human Services. Shelter Tas is a member of National Shelter, the
Community Housing Industry Association (CHIA) and Homelessness Australia. For more information
on Shelter Tas, please visit www.sheltertas.org.au.
Our submission sets out recommendations that promote affordable housing across Tasmania, with a
focus on assisting low income and disadvantage households. It has been developed in consultation
with Shelter Tas members and other key stakeholders and has been endorsed by the Shelter Tas
Executive Committee.
Shelter Tas is happy to discuss any of the recommendations in this submission. If you have any
queries, please contact:

Pattie Chugg, Executive Officer
Ph: 03 6224 5488
E: eo@sheltertas.org.au.
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Tasmania’s Affordable Housing Strategy 2015-2025 and Action Plan 2015-2019 provide the primary
context for this year’s budget submission. Events occurring at the national level provide further
context.
Shelter Tas anticipates significant changes through a combination of national processes, including:
the Productivity Commission’s Inquiry into Human Services Reform1; the Affordable Housing
Working Group’s report into innovative financing for affordable housing2; and a decision about the
future of the National Partnership Agreement on Homelessness (due to expire in June 2017). The
implementation of the National Disability Insurance Scheme this year also has implications for
affordable housing.
At the State level, we welcome the significant investment by the Tasmanian Government in
implementing Tasmania’s Affordable Housing Strategy and look forward to continuing to work with
the Government on its implementation.
Socio-economic data consistently shows that housing stress in Tasmania is a persistent and growing
problem; that demand for social housing exceeds supply; and that homelessness services are unable
to keep pace with demand.
Shelter Tas recognises that the response to these issues relies on the combined efforts of the
government, community and private sectors. Our submission addresses factors that fall across each
of these sectors.

Affordable, appropriate and secure housing underpins any community’s ability to sustain health,
wellbeing, social cohesion and economic participation3. The housing affordability crisis in Tasmania
therefore has implications for our whole community. Investing in affordable housing alleviates
inequality, reduces the growing wealth gap in our community and reduces costs to government and
the community associated with homelessness and housing stress.
According to 2011 Census data, 14,618 low-income households in Tasmania were in housing stress4,
spending more than 30% of their income on rent or mortgage repayments, with little left over for
health, education, food, power and other essential costs.

1

An initiative arising out of the Competition Policy Review - Competition Policy Review 2014, Competition Policy Review: Issues Paper,
Canberra. and 2015, Competition Policy Review: Final Report, Canberra.
2
http://www.treasury.gov.au/ConsultationsandReviews/Consultations/2016/CFFR-Affordable-Housing-Working-Group
3

Productivity Commission (2016). Productivity Commission Study Report, Overview. Study Report, Canberra. November 2016 accessed
5/12/16 at: http://www.pc.gov.au/inquiries/current/human-services/identifying-reform/report
4
Housing stress is defined to occur where the lowest 40% of income earning households spend more than 30% of household income on
rent or mortgage payments
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Tasmanian households are among the poorest in Australia. The 2011 Census showed that median
incomes in Tasmania are $100 per week less than the national average, with 31% of households
surviving on less than $600 per week.5 The data also shows that approximately one in four
Tasmanians rely on income support payments.6 It is for this reason that Tasmania’s low housing
prices, when compared with the mainland, are not affordable for many Tasmanians.
The most recent release of the Rental Affordability Index shows that Hobart continues to be
Australia’s second least affordable city for renters after Sydney; rents across the remainder of
Tasmania remain moderately unaffordable (with 25% of household income being spent on rent)7.
Housing price rise indices show an 8.5% increase in values in Hobart over the past year, the third
highest amongst capital cities after Sydney and Melbourne.8
The lack of housing affordability in Tasmania is reflected in the continued growth in public housing
applications in recent years. There has been a 28% increase in the number of applications for public
housing in the past year, with 3,537 applications reported at June 2016. A similar increase of 27%
occurred in the previous year9. This reflects a similar trend nationally which the Productivity
Commission has attributed to “an increase in demand due to economic conditions and constrained
affordability in the housing market.”10
The Affordable Housing Strategy projected demand for 656 new low cost dwellings per year, to be
developed by a range of sectors (public, community and private), but it would appear that this
demand is not being met.
Lack of affordable housing is a significant driver of homelessness. 11 At the 2011 Census 1,579 people
were recorded as homeless in Tasmania. Another report found that Tasmania has the highest
proportion of people with the greatest risk of homelessness of all Australian States12. Pressure on
services for people experiencing or at risk of homelessness is also increasing; on average, 15 people
are turned away from specialist homelessness services every day in Tasmania because there is no
available accommodation.13
While important reforms in the State’s housing and homelessness sector have been achieved in
recent years, through the Better Housing Futures program and establishment of Housing Connect,
the sector remains challenged by funding pressures and continued funding uncertainty. The absence
of a decision (at the time of writing) about the future of the National Partnership Agreement on
Homelessness is a case in point. There is much concern within the sector about the impact on
essential services (including Housing Connect) if the Agreement is not renewed. The lack of capital
5

Australian Bureau of Statistics, QuickStats 2011: Tasmania.
Australian Bureau of Statistics, QuickStats 2011: Tasmania.
7
SGS Economics and Planning (2016). Rental Affordability Index. November 2016. Prepared for Community Sector Banking, National
Shelter and SGS Economics and Planning.
8
Core Logic, Hedonic Home Value Index, November 2016. Accessed 5/12/16 at: http://www.corelogic.com.au/news/capital-city-homevalues-rise-in-november
9
Department of Health and Human Services, Human Services Dashboard statistics accessed 11/10/16 at:
http://www.dhhs.tas.gov.au/humanservicesstats and http://www.dhhs.tas.gov.au/about_the_department/performance
10
Productivity Commission, 2015. Report on Government Services: Housing p. 58.
11
Homelessness
Australia.
(2014)
Homelessness
in
Tasmania
Fact
Sheet.
Accessed
4/8/16
at:
http://www.homelessnessaustralia.org.au/images/publications/Infographics/TAS_-_updated_Jan_2014.pdf
12
NATSEM Geographical Analysis of the Risk of Homelessness June 2013, p52. Risks include: low education levels, poverty, housing stress,
overcrowding and domestic violence.
13
AIHW SHS Data 2014-15, CubeTables: Tas Unmet 7
6
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funding for the estimated 4,700 participants in the NDIS, most of whom will not be eligible for
specialised housing, is a further concern.
Many of our recommendations complement the Affordable Housing Strategy and are intended to
strengthen its potential to achieve its outcomes. Our recommendations focus on four key themes:






Capturing opportunities through current and emergent funding arrangements and
negotiations with the Australian Government, as well as through its own State reform
agendas to increase the State’s affordable housing supply;
Securing funding for homelessness services and enhancing specialised programs and
projects targeting particular vulnerable groups;
Enhancing system protections and transparency for consumers and strengthening consumer
engagement; and
Strengthening and securing the viability of the service sector.
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1

Affordable Housing Strategy: That the State Government continues to invest in the
implementation of key recommendations contained in the Tasmanian Affordable
Housing Strategy 2015-2025 and Action Plan 2015-19.

Shelter Tas commends the State Government for its investment last financial year to commence
implementation of the Tasmanian Affordable Housing Strategy 2015-2025. We encourage the State
Government to commit funding in Forward Estimates for the next five years to continue to
implement the Strategy’s key recommendations (including fully funding recurrent costs).
We reiterate our call for the State Government to engage with the community sector in the
Strategy’s implementation, adopting a culture of open communication, systemic review and
feedback from all stakeholders by:
(i)

(ii)

including resources for oversight and monitoring of the initiatives, especially where
pilots and innovative approaches are introduced, to ensure best practice and
accountability; and
establishing an oversight group with strong community sector representation to enable
timely feedback and expert advice from the sector as the Action Plan is implemented.

New Financing Opportunities: That the State Government maximises opportunities

2

to expand the supply of affordable housing, including opportunities that may arise
through investigations by the Council on Federal Financial Relations Affordable Housing
Working Group.

At the time of writing, the Council on Federal Financial Relations Affordable Housing Working Group
had just released its report into new financing models to attract private sector investment into the
supply of affordable housing14. Tasmania has a declining supply of and growing demand for
affordable housing, with an urgent need for additional supply. Shelter Tas urges the State
Government to participate in the design and development of new initiatives so that they are
beneficial to our State. As any new arrangements are likely to be reliant on the community housing
sector to help with their delivery, we also urge the State Government to consult with the sector to
ensure that workable outcomes can be achieved.

3

Stock Re-alignment: That the State Government accelerate its stock re-alignment
program by increasing the resources available to it.

Addressing Tasmania’s social housing needs demands both an increase in the overall supply of
affordable housing and a better match of existing stock to contemporary needs (much of Tasmania’s
public housing is larger dwellings not suited to the smaller households now seeking assistance).
Tasmania’s Affordable Housing Strategy Action 3, Public Housing Reinvestment, seeks to realign this
14

Council on Federal Financial Relations (2016). Innovative Financing Models to Improve the Supply of Affordable Housing. Affordable
Housing Working Group Report to Heads of Treasuries. Commonwealth of Australia. Canberra. 2016. Accessed 5/12/16 at:
http://www.treasury.gov.au/ConsultationsandReviews/Consultations/2016/CFFR-Affordable-Housing-Working-Group
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stock to better match tenant needs through the progressive sale and redevelopment of existing
properties.
Without significant investment, this Program will be slow to implement; Shelter Tas is also
concerned that there is a significant funding gap between sales revenue and replacement costs,
resulting in a net loss of public housing stock. We urge the State Government to capture potential
opportunities that may arise from any national initiatives to help accelerate its stock re-alignment
Program. However, in doing so, care is needed to ensure that existing housing tenants are not
disadvantaged.

Debt Repayment: That the State Government continues its efforts to extend the

4

repayment term for Tasmania’s Housing debt to the Australian Government and
redirect these funds towards capital investment in new affordable housing and crisis
accommodation supply.

The Department of Health and Human Service’s Commonwealth State Housing Agreement debt was
$173.3m (after the June 2016 repayment)15. Each year the State Government repays half the
funding received from the Australian Government back for debt repayments. Under current
arrangements, this will continued until the debt is retired in June 2042. In FY2016/17, $15.7m of the
$28.6m received under the National Affordable Housing Agreement was returned in debt
repayments. As identified in the State Government’s election commitment, negotiating an extension
to the repayment term would free up $8 million per year, which could be redirected to addressing
the State’s critical unmet social housing needs16.

Maintenance: That the State Government address the significant deferred
maintenance backlog on existing social housing stock by –

5

I. Holding the level of maintenance funding for existing Department of Health and
……… ….Human Services public housing and Better Housing Futures stock at $36.6m17
…..………irrespective of the transfer of stock and its maintenance to the community
…………..sector; and
II. Providing funds to attend to the high levels of deferred maintenance liability on
…………..properties transferred to community housing providers under the Better
…………..Housing Futures program.

In spite of the transfer of tenancy and property management of around 4,000 Better Housing
Futures (BHF) dwellings to the community sector, deferred maintenance on the remaining stock held
by the Department of Health and Human Services and BHF stock, continues to be an issue that must
be addressed. Since taking over responsibility for BHF stock, community housing providers have
found that the cost of the deferred maintenance liability is well in excess of that indicated through

15

Legislative Council Estimates Committee B, Wednesday 8 June 2016, transcript.
http://www.tas.liberal.org.au/sites/default/files/policy/Community%20sector.pdf
Accessed 29 January, 2015.
17
Legislative Council Estimates Committee B, Op. Cit.
16
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the tender process18. The cost of deferred maintenance on this stock is estimated to be in the order
of $60m19.
Community housing providers are reliant solely on income-based rental from its residents, together
with Commonwealth Rent Assistance, to fund this higher than expected liability. It is not
unreasonable to anticipate that savings achieved through renegotiating Tasmania’s housing debt be
used to help compensate for the deferred maintenance liability attached to BHF stock.
Good property maintenance is essential to providing quality accommodation, as well as for
protecting the State’s social housing assets. It is of concern that the Productivity Commission reports
that 20% of the Nation’s public housing stock and 11% of its community housing stock are in an
unacceptable condition due to poor maintenance20. In Tasmania, $85m of deferred maintenance
remains outstanding for our State’s social housing stock21. Shelter Tas urges the State Government
to dedicate resources to address this deferred maintenance liability, irrespective of the provider.

Private Landlords Program: Enhance the participation of private landlords in

6

Tasmania’s Affordable Housing Strategy Action 6, Private Landlords and Housing
Connect Partnership, by increasing resources to support the tenancies established under
the program.

Action 6 of Tasmania’s Affordable Housing Strategy, 2015-2025 promotes partnership arrangements
between Housing Connect and the private rental sector to improve access for low income
households to affordable rental housing. Based on experience to date with reluctance by landlords
to participate in the Rapid Rehousing Program, similar barriers are anticipated in establishing the
Private Landlord Program. Increasing staff resources to help establish ongoing personal relationships
between landlords and tenancy support workers, in combination with increasing case worker
support to help tenants sustain their tenancies, would help overcome these barriers. These would
need to be specialised roles provided through a dedicated stream within support agencies (Type 2
services).
There is insufficient capacity within existing service levels to provide the support needed to help
achieve these Program outcomes. Current heavy caseloads (typically between 30-35 people per
month, including clients with complex and time consuming needs), seriously limit service capacity, a
situation that is further exacerbated by previous cuts to Housing Connect staffing levels.
Shelter Tas calls upon the Department of Health and Human Services to:
I.
II.

Fund 1 FTE position for 2 years within Housing Connect’s Front Door service to liaise with
landlords across the State; and
Fund 2 FTE workers within Type 2 services for case work and management in the State’s
North and South to support tenants in private rental to sustain their tenancies.

18

At the time of transfer, providers relied upon a theoretical assessment of maintenance liability as they were unable to access properties
or maintenance records prior to undertake an accurate assessment.
19
This figure is an estimate based on the deferred maintenance liability advised by Housing Tasmania (and cited in Shelter Tas Budget
Submission 2014-2015) for the whole of the public housing stock prior to the transfer of stock to the community housing sector.
20
Productivity Commission (2016). Introducing Competition and Informed User Choice into Human Services: Identifying Sectors for Reform.
Productivity Commission Study Report. Overview. November 2016. Australian Government. Canberra. Accessed 6/12/16 at:
http://www.pc.gov.au/inquiries/current/human-services
21
Legislative Council Estimates Committee B. Op. Cit.
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Incremental Bonds: That the Department of Health and Human Services progress

7

with amendments to the Residential Tenancy Act 1997 to enable community housing
organisations to take incremental bonds, as proposed in the Affordable Housing
Strategy.

Shelter Tasmania re-iterates its support in last year’s Budget Submission for the proposal to facilitate
incremental bonds in Action 4 in Tasmania’s Affordable Housing Strategy, 2015-2025. We ask the
State Government to consult with the community sector and advocacy groups to ensure this is
achieved smoothly, efficiently and without any unintended consequences.

8

Planning System: That the State Government ensures that the provision of affordable
housing is integrated in Tasmania’s planning system.

Access to secure, affordable and appropriate housing underpins community wellbeing, impacting on
our community’s health, education and employment. Lack of affordable housing is also a major
cause of homelessness in Tasmania. There is an urgent and ongoing need to increase the supply of
appropriate and affordable housing for all Tasmanians.
The planning system has a significant influence on housing outcomes, impacting the nature of
housing supply, type, size, location, accessibility and affordability. Whether intended or not,
planning decisions directly impact on housing outcomes. When social inclusion and affordability are
not deliberately planned for, unintended outcomes result. These include: the loss of existing
affordable housing supply; barriers to proposed new supply (such as supported accommodation);
displacement of lower income households to locations away from services and jobs; and lack of
housing choice (as is often the case for people with disabilities and older people). Planning systems
across Australia and internationally plan for social inclusion through affordable housing and
universal design provisions.
While Shelter Tas congratulates the State Government for recognising appropriate and affordable
housing as a priority policy through Tasmania’s Affordable Housing Strategy, we consider it essential
for the State Government to also promote this through the State’s planning system. We therefore
ask the State Government to:
(i)

(ii)
(iii)

(iv)

22

Make explicit in the legislative framework for the State’s planning system the need for
social inclusion and housing affordability (including in the Land Use Planning and
Approvals Act, 1993 ( LUPAA), the State Planning Provisions and the statutory Tasmanian
Planning Policies);
Actively encourage and support the promotion of affordable housing supply in Local
government planning schemes;
Ensure the location of affordable housing minimises the costs of travel and avoids
isolation by being well located for access to employment, services and facilities, and well
served by public transport, cycling and pedestrian infrastructure; and
Actively promote the inclusion of universal design principles22 in new residential
development.

Universal design principles promote access for people with disabilities.
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National Partnership Agreement on Homelessness (NPAH): That the State
Government commit to the continuation of services funded under the NPAH by –
I. Continuing existing funding levels for a period of 5 years (indexed and aligned
……… .with the Equal Remuneration Order); or,

9

II. Meeting the full funding commitment so that there is no reduction in overall
……….….funding for homelessness support services if the Australian Government should
……….….decide to discontinue its contribution;
III. Notifying specialist homelessness services of the funding decision at the earliest
…………..possible time (by February, 2016 at the latest); and
IV. Ensuring that the payment of funds is timely, even if there are delays in
……….….receiving the Australian Government’s contribution.

The National Partnership Agreement on Homelessness (NPAH) is an important source of funding for
services that support people who are homeless or at risk of homelessness. NPAH services have
enabled a significant improvement in the provision of services to address and prevent homelessness
in Tasmania23 and are essential to the effective operation of the State Government’s Housing
Connect program. In the past, delayed decision making by the Australian Government about
renewing the Agreement impacted heavily on service agencies’ ability to plan ahead, creating
anxiety for the workforce and disrupting services to consumers. Shelter Tas is concerned that this
situation is not repeated.

Young People: That the State Government provide sufficient resources to enable the
effective and safe delivery of services to young people through:
I. Funding operational costs (including support services) associated with the new
……….….Youth at Risk Centre in Moonah and the supported youth facility in Devonport,
…..………for which development is underway;
II. Supporting a two-worker model of service delivery in youth shelters across the
…….…….State (for day and night shifts);

10

III. Providing funding to ensure the continuation of specialist support services for
…….…….young mothers and babies experiencing homelessness in the North of the State;
IV. Establishing a working group to address the lack of affordable housing options
……….….for young people (13-16 years) and promote a minimum standard of service
…….……(consisting of Housing Tasmania, Child Protection Services, and the Tasmanian
……..…..Youth Housing and Homelessness Group); and
V. Commitment of funds to implement the Children and Youth Services
…….…….(Department of Health and Human Services) Youth at Risk Strategy, including
…..………funding for the Moonah facility (see (I) above).

23

Auditor-General (2013). Report of the Auditor-General No. 8 of 2012-13 National Partnership Agreement of Homelessness. Tasmania
Tasmanian Audit Office. Hobart.
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There is a high personal cost to people experiencing homeless. However, homelessness also
generates significant costs to Government through increased use of health, justice and housing
services and when people do not participate in the workforce. The additional investment and
resources required to support this recommendation would be off-set by longer term savings.
Our recommendations are supported by the following:








Operational costs – vulnerable young people who are homeless or at risk of homelessness
require appropriate housing and support if they are to remain engaged in education, training
and employment, and outside the criminal justice system. Shelter Tas welcomes the State
Government’s recent and ongoing capital investments in the development of youth facilities
in Hobart (Trinity Hill and Moonah), Launceston (Thyne House) and Devonport (current).
Providing these facilities has the potential to change the lives of young people
accommodated there. However, there are significant operational costs associated with
running these facilities. When not properly funded, they can be underutilised and / or
funding must be diverted away from services supporting other people who are also
vulnerable. Shelter Tas is concerned that no funding for operational costs are shown in the
State Government’s Forward Estimates and yet development of the facility is well underway.
Two-worker service delivery model – many young people seeking support from
homelessness services have complex needs, many associated with mental health issues,
family and domestic violence and/or substance abuse. Situations involving a young person
with complex needs can escalate quickly, demanding the full attention of a support worker.
When only one person is on duty this means other residents’ needs are left unsupported and
unsupervised. The benefits of adopting a two worker model trialled at Annie Kenny (a
women’s emergency accommodation service in Hobart) were shown to be: a reduction in
the use of emergency services; fewer required exists of residents from the service (triggered
by conflict or safety issues); and improved school attendance. Further risks associated with a
single-worker model arise where:
 a minor is subject to any harm if left unattended due to staff dealing with an
escalated situation as described above (the service agency carries the responsibility
as the legal guardian for minor); and
 a worker is exposed to personal risk when working alone in an escalated situation.
A two-worker model of service delivery would increase the quality of outcomes for young
people and avoid placing clients, workers, agencies and potentially, the State Government at
risk.
Young mothers and babies – resources are needed to fund 2 EFT staff for the continuation
of a program providing support to young homeless women with babies, recently trialled in
Launceston. The program evaluation has shown strong social return on investment by
addressing a significant gap in services through: providing semi-supported accommodation
for young mothers; focusing on child and maternal health, facilitating a positive family unit
environment and influencing young parents to adopt a new lifestyle and learn new living
skills to better equip their children and them.
Working group – a cross-sector working group should be established to address:
 the lack of appropriate housing options for young people in crisis is a long standing,
unresolved and complex issue in Tasmania that is not fully addressed by the
Affordable Housing Strategy. As things stand, there are significant risks to young
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people and service providers. Of particular concern are young people aged 13-15
years who can be eligible for Centrelink benefits24 if deemed to be ‘at risk’ living at
home, but are not eligible for Housing Connect or child protection services. This
group ‘falls through the net’ - they can be resident in supported accommodation (i.e.
youth shelters) but with no legal guardian. The absence of a legitimate adult guardian
can place young people at risk, while creating a legal risk for shelters. Solutions to
these and other young peoples’ housing issues fall across a number of domains: Child
Protection Services, Housing Tasmania and community-based youth services. Shelter
Tas is concerned that these issues have been ongoing for some time and asks the
State Government to act to resolve these. We urge the State Government to establish
a working group so it can collaborate with stakeholders from across these domains.
Given its knowledge and state-wide experience, we propose the Tasmanian Youth
Housing and Homelessness Group25 as an ideal stakeholder to participate in the
working group.
 develop minimum standards for care and accommodation to ensure that a minimum
standard of service delivery is adopted by all providers. Shelter Tas is concerned that
the potential for competition in the delivery of human service delivery (subject to the
outcomes of Productivity Commission’s current Inquiry into the Reform of Human
Services26) risks a reduction in service quality and client wellbeing. Adopting a
minimum standard for staffing and care would help to manage this risk.
Youth at Risk Strategy – Children and Youth Services (Department of Health and Human
Services) is due to complete its Youth at Risk Strategy in early 2017. It is important that this
Strategy is integrated with Tasmania’s Affordable Housing Strategy and that adequate funds
are set aside in the 2017/18 financial year to support its implementation, including
operational funding for the youth at risk centre at Moonah.

Older People: That the State Government make particular provision for older
Tasmanians through:

11

I. Working with the Australian Government to establish a specialist aged care
…………..housing facility for older homeless people; and
II. Dedicating a proportion of funding within the Private Landlords and Housing
…………..Connect Partnership (Affordable Housing Plan Government Action 6) to
…………..support older Tasmanian home renters.



24
25

Older homeless people – Shelter Tas endorses the proposed Supported Elderly
Accommodation facility in Tasmania’s Affordable Housing Action Plan (Government Action
13). Tasmania’s population is ageing, and an increasing number of older people are at risk of
homelessness. It is timely to develop a specialist aged care housing model for these
Tasmanians. Shelter Tas believes that the Wintringham model of delivery operating in

Young people in this case can receive the Unreasonable to Live at Home (UTLAH) Benefit.

TYHHG is a State-wide collaboration between Shelter Tas, Youth Network of Tasmania (YNOT) and representatives from youth shelters
and other youth services.
26
Productivity Commission, 2016. Op. Cit.
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Melbourne is suitable for adaptation to the Tasmanian context27. This highly successful
service supports older homeless and financially disadvantaged people. Unlike other
homelessness services, it caters to the specific needs of ageing residents and is therefore
able to access Federal aged care funding (the main source of its funding).
Shelter Tas urges the State Government to fund its initiative in Action 13, and in doing so, to
adopt a strong consultative and consumer focussed approach to its design and
implementation to ensure it meets the needs of elderly homeless people.


Support for older Tasmanian home renters – National research has identified limited
availability of suitable and affordable rental properties to meet existing and projected
demand from older renters28. Tasmania is the fastest ageing and lowest income State in
Australia. In the 2011 Census, 21% of Tasmanians aged 65+ years were in households
experiencing housing stress, while 63.7% of Tasmanians aged 65+ years were living under
the poverty line of $400 per week (compared with just over 30% of all Tasmanians)29. A
growing number of older Tasmanians on fixed incomes and in private rental housing are
vulnerable to rent rises, and there is a pressing need to develop strategies to support their
housing security.

Men with Children: That the Department of Health and Human Services fund

12

specialised emergency and transitional accommodation for men with children in the
North and North-West to address the State-wide need.

Shelter Tas applauds the funding provided to develop a facility in Hobart to support men with
children facing homelessness. The need for this type of service exists throughout the State. The
North and North West regions currently have little capacity to support this cohort. In the past 5
months (July to November) more than a third of fathers with children requesting assistance were
unable to be assisted by the Launceston City Mission, the only provider of this kind in the region (22
of 30 requests for assistance were turned away); in the previous financial year, only half of the
requests made were able to be assisted (this figure is likely to be under-estimated)30.
Shelter Tas calls on Housing Tasmania to provide appropriate funding in the North and North-West
to establish comparable facilities to support men with children who are homeless. In all areas,
recurrent funding, not just capital dollars, needs to be provided.

27
28

29

www.wintringham.org.au
AHURI report Preventing first time homelessness amongst older Australians June 2014
‘Facing the Future: A baseline profile on older Tasmanians’ – COTA 2013. page 77.

30

Data collected and reported by Launceston City Mission to Shelter Tas per Email, December 2016. Full data from Housing Connect was
not available at the time of writing and so the data reported in this submission does not capture fathers with children who were unable to
be assisted at their first point of contact at the Front Door.
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People with Disability: That the State Government ensures the housing needs of
people living with a disability and participating in the National Disability Insurance
Scheme (NDIS) are met through I. Urgently negotiating with the Australian Government for increased capital
…………..funds to meet the growth in demand for social housing stock stimulated by
……… ….NDIS recipients;

13

II. Improving the quality of data available for forecasting housing demand and
…………..monitoring housing supply (for both Supported Disability Accommodation and
…… …….non- Supported Disability Accommodation);
III. Supplementing reporting in Housing Tasmania’s Quarterly Housing Report to
…………..include progress on the delivery of both SDA and non-SDA dwellings (including
…………..net change in general housing stock arising from stock realignment to SDA
…….…….dwellings); and
IV. Applying universal design principles to new housing stock through the State’s
………….………planning system (see Recommendation 8).

Full transition to the NDIS by 2019 will increase demand for affordable homes31. However, as the
NDIS introduces a new market-based approach to delivering services for people with disabilities,
there is a paucity of reliable data for forecasting the quantum of this demand. In the interim,
Housing Tasmania has estimated a demand for 4,700 dwellings that are affordable and
appropriate32. It is unclear what funding has been allocated to increase this stock, in spite of
respective governments being aware of the likely shortfall for some years. This shortfall is likely to be
compounded by the re-allocation of public housing stock to housing for Supported Disability
Accommodation (SDA), through Housing Tasmania’s stock re-alignment program. More specific
reporting on the development of SDA and non-SDA dwellings in Housing Tasmania’s Quarterly
Housing Report will help keep track of the overall supply, in addition to reporting on the outcomes
under the specific initiatives adopted under Action 12 of Tasmania’s Affordable Housing Action Plan,
2015-19.
Shelter Tas re-iterates its previous calls for the State Government to urgently work with the
Australian Government to secure additional capital funds to increase the supply of affordable
housing that is appropriate for people with disabilities.
In addition to new social housing stock, Shelter Tas also urges the State Government to facilitate the
increased supply of suitable private housing. This can be achieved by applying universal design
principles to new housing developments through Tasmania’s planning system.

Released Prisoners: That the Department of Justice fund additional support and

14

transitional accommodation for people exiting prison on parole and upon completion of
their sentences.

Parolees require suitable accommodation to be arranged and ratified by the Parole Board before
they can be released on parole; some parolees are not being released as housing is not available. For
31
32

Tasmanian Government (2015). Tasmania’s Affordable Housing Action Plan, 2015-19, pg.15
Fact Sheet Housing needs of NDIS participants provided by Housing Tasmania.
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prisoners, the lack of housing means they are often released into homelessness. Shelter Tas
considers this to be a shared responsibility between the Department of Justice and Housing
Tasmania.
Evidence shows that prisoners released into homelessness are more likely to reoffend. An evaluation
of the successful pilot program, Re-integration of Ex-Offenders Program (part funded by The
Department of Health and Human Services), demonstrated that helping ex-offenders access and
maintain stable housing and re-integrate into the community significantly reduced recidivism33. This
in turn reduced costs to the Government and improved community safety. In 2015, this Program
worked with 25 clients, none of whom re-offended. This equated to savings to Government of $3.6m
or $144,000 per person based on 1 year’s incarceration based on an initial $50,000 / year investment
in the pilot program34.
The service gap for men and women needing support and secure accommodation when leaving
prison increases the risk of recidivism, adding to the State’s costs of incarceration and places the
community at greater risk.

33

Lloyd B, Stafford J, Gabriel M (2013). Evaluation of Reintegration of Ex-offenders Program. University of Tasmania. Hobart. Accessed
1/12/16
at:
https://www.google.com.au/search?q=ation+of+Reintegration+of+Ex-offenders+Program+UTAS&ie=utf-8&oe=utf8&client=firefox-b-ab&gfe_rd=cr&ei=54E_WOXqJLTM8gf10Z-oAw
34
Salvation Army (2016). Presentation regarding TSA Intensive Tenancy Support Services (ITSS) to Minister for Human Services and
Minister for Justice on 17th May, 2016. Internal document.
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Family and Domestic Violence: That the State Government amends the Residential

15

Tenancy Act 1997 to support victims of family and domestic violence by removing
obligations that disadvantage lessees experiencing family and domestic violence.

Shelter Tas continues to seek amendments to the RTA to enable tenants subject to family and
domestic violence to leave a hostile environment or remove the perpetrator without being exposed
to unfair expenses. There are a number of issues for victims under current arrangements, including:


where the lease is jointly held, not being able to terminate a tenancy without the other
lessee (the perpetrator) joining in the request;



exposure to risk of further action from the perpetrator while waiting for a court order
hearing to have their name removed from the lease, even though they are urgently
processed;



the risk of financial hardship with the victim being entirely responsible for all costs
associated with the tenancy, including any damage done to the property by the perpetrator.

Shelter Tas considers that these amendments fall within the interest of both the Department of
Justice and The Department of Health and Human Services, as it affects public, social and private
housing tenants. We also highlight that family and domestic violence is a major driver of
homelessness and housing need. The amendments suggested will help to reduce the risk of
homelessness.

Consultation with consumers: That the Department of Health and Human Services

16

encourages consultation with people experiencing homelessness and at risk of
homelessness in the design and delivery of programs targeting this group by I. Developing a consumer engagement strategy to complement Tasmania’s
…………..Affordable Housing Strategy; and
II.

Establishing a feedback mechanism independent of the service provider.

Tasmania’s Affordable Housing Strategy does not specifically address independent, systematic
engagement with consumers, yet many of the actions contained within the Strategy target people
experiencing homelessness or at risk of homelessness. Engagement is time consuming and needs to
be adequately resourced. Research shows the benefits of this investment for maximising the
effectiveness of services by being well targeted and delivering better outcomes for consumers35.
The Tasmanian Homelessness and Housing Workforce Symposium held in June 2016 reinforced this
by highlighting the importance of involving consumers in program design. Two key
recommendations by participants at the Symposium were: the establishment of an independent
complaint and feedback mechanism for consumers; and the development of a program similar to
the Peer Education Support Program36, a volunteer program in Victoria providing people who have
35

Shelter Tas (2015). The consumer engagement project – hearing and listening: Developing a consumer engagement strategy to foster the
active participation of people who are or have been homeless. Submitted to Housing Tas March 2015
36
http://chp.org.au/services/pesp/
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experienced homelessness with the opportunity to improve the service system. A further output
from the Symposium is the development of a set of consumer engagement guidelines.
There is scope for wider engagement within Tasmania’s homelessness support system to engage
with consumers, in keeping with the shift in Australian Government policy towards consumerdirected care in the disability, aged care, and mental health sectors and widely adopted practices in
other sectors.
In a report presented to the Tasmanian Government in March 2015 (The consumer engagement
project – hearing and listening: Developing a consumer engagement strategy to foster the active
participation of people who are or have been homeless37), Shelter Tas outlined how an effective
consumer engagement strategy for the homelessness sector could be established in Tasmania.
Shelter Tas calls for investment by the Tasmanian Government in the recommendations of the
Report. While a provisional figure of $150,000 with $80,000-100,000 per year of recurrent funding is
estimated for implementing the preferred (mid-range) option, we are willing to work with the
Department of Health and Human Services to develop a staged approach to its implementation.
While this Report has been made available to homelessness service agencies, Shelter Tas requests
that it now be made publicly available.

17

Tenancy Tribunal: That the State Government establish a Tribunal to hear tenancy
matters and disputes from the public, private and community housing sectors.

Shelter Tas supports the establishment of a Civil and Administrative Tribunal in Tasmania. We
believe that a Tribunal with the jurisdiction to hear tenancy matters from the public, private and
community housing sectors will improve access to justice for all Tasmanians. The Magistrates Court
is expensive, procedurally complex and time consuming. There is also a lack of expertise in tenancy
matters resulting in seemingly arbitrary and inconsistent decision-making.
A Civil and Administrative Tribunal would enhance informality, transparency, flexibility and involve
less expense than the formal court system. Importantly, a tribunal would allow for the development
of expertise in tenancy legislation and allow for tribunal members with experience in tribunal related
matters to adjudicate on disputes.
We also support the vesting of powers in the Civil and Administrative Tribunal to hear, determine
and enforce civil claims of less than $5,000. Many tenancy matters are appealed to the Magistrates
Court for compensation or damages of less than $5,000. Allowing the Civil and Administrative
Tribunal to hear these matters would ensure a more efficient process for addressing what is the
majority of matters involving tenancies.

37

The consumer engagement project – hearing and listening: Developing a consumer engagement strategy to foster the active
participation of people who are or have been homeless (Submitted to Housing Tas March 2015).
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Right of Review: That the State Government provides greater scrutiny of decisionmaking of the community housing sector.

The transfer of housing stock to the community sector has removed an important right of review for
many thousands of tenants across Tasmania, namely the right to have a decision reviewed by the
Ombudsman. We strongly recommend that the Government amend the Ombudsman Act 1978 (Tas)
to include community housing providers within the definition of public authority to ensure that the
same level of transparency of decision-making is guaranteed to tenants, regardless of whether their
landlord is a public or community housing provider.

Rent Setting: That the Department of Health and Human Services, in consultation

19

with the sector, investigate the rent setting policies in emergency shelters (Type 3
services) to ensure equity for all people accessing accommodation services.

Currently, rent setting practices vary between shelters. Transparent and consistent standards will
embed transparency and consumer protection for all users of emergency and transitional
accommodation and ensure equity for clients across the State. We recommend establishing
benchmarks that will enable consistent delivery of positive outcomes and value for money.

Community Housing Sector: That the State Government work with key stakeholders

20

to review a range of subsidy, incentive and rent setting options which will promote the
financial sustainability and growth of the community housing sector.

Rent setting is crucial to the sustainability of the social housing system, and needs to be clearly
understood. Income-based rent protects tenants from rental stress. National Shelter has reviewed
rent setting models, and the Community Housing Industry Association (CHIA) has argued that the
current model for rent setting being used by many community housing tenancies (i.e. 25% of the
tenant’s income, plus 100% of CRA) contains a number of risks for providers and tenants38. For
instance, it is financially unviable to house young people due to the very low rate of the Youth
Allowance, creating a structural disadvantage for this cohort.
If providers have the capacity for mixed tenancies (from very low to moderate incomes) they can
generate a higher income stream to offset or cross-subsidise households with lower incomes39.
Proposals for moving people out of social housing as their incomes increase may jeopardise this
model. Reviewing subsidy, incentives and rent setting options is necessary to identify the best way
to foster financial sustainability and growth in the community housing sector in Tasmania.

38

National Shelter, Dwells Like Teen Spirit, 2014; National Shelter Equity, Efficiency and Employment: Setting Social Housing
Rents http://www.shelter.org.au/index.php?option=com_docman&view=docman&Itemid=487; CHFA, Symposium Report,
Recommendation no.14.
39

CHFA, Symposium Report, p5.
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Contracts and Commissioning: That the State Government ensures best practice

21

when commissioning projects and provides information about indicative budgets and
eligibility criteria at the outset.

Agencies funded to deliver services in the housing and homelessness sector have moved to an
outcomes framework in contracts. For the homelessness sector, this will commence in January,
2017. The measurements and reporting structure for monitoring outcomes are now embedded in
contracts. Planning for successful outcomes means focussing on durable results for clients and
consumers, and this will be enhanced by an appropriate, efficient and secure contract system and
contracting period.
The indicative funding budget for new services should be provided up front when inviting
Expressions of Interest for projects, so that organisations have a clear understanding of program
viability.
Gap funding may need to be provided if there is a delay in flow of Australian Government program
funds, such as has with NPAH funding, the future of which is still uncertain at the time of writing.
Adopting these practices will help secure the continuity of services and support the retention of
skilled workers, which will ultimately translate through to better outcomes for consumers.

Equal Remuneration Orders: The State Government provide adequate funding

22

beyond the forward estimates to meet obligations up to 2019/20, as stipulated by the
Equal Remuneration Order (ERO).

Previous governments did not include the total cost of the nine ERO instalments, due over eight
years to 2020 in forward estimates. As the instalments are incremented year-on-year, if the final
three instalments are not funded by government, the funding for wages for community sector
organisations will have a shortfall of 30% on average for that year and every year thereafter.
Furthermore, members have expressed concern that the ERO calculations did not take into account
services that operate 24 hrs a day, 7 days a week. If there is no funding for the ERO from year seven
onwards, then funding already provided for the first six instalments also ceases to be funded.
Shelter Tas notes that the final three instalments carry a significant financial burden, which must be
costed into future budgets and contracts in order to complete the obligations of the ERO.
In current contracts, ERO is separated from base funding, and there is a concern that new contracts
will not include ERO. Failure to cover the increasing financial burden of the ERO will undermine
service capacity. If ERO funding is not provided, community sector organisations will be unable to
cover ERO shortfall. This will impact on their ability to maintain services, retain skilled staff,
strengthen the workforce and achieve the outcomes sought by the funding programs.
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Indexation: That indexation be linked to CPI and annual wage increases.

In recent years, the State Government has offered annual indexation of only 2.25%. Fair Work
Australia wage increases have been approximately 2.55% to 3.3% over the same period. Other
business expenses have increased by between 3% and 5%. As a result, there has been an effective
decrease in funding of 1% to 2% per year, which erodes service delivery. It is critical that adequate
indexation is maintained in order to achieve effective service delivery in the community sector.
Indexation needs to match the real costs of service delivery if ongoing erosion of services provided is
to be avoided.
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